JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. THE vovat,e up the Yanv-tsze as far as Hankow, 588 miles from Shanghae, is one of such constant occurrence, and has been so frequently described by European travellers,* that it would seem superfluous to dwell on particulars regarding it. Beyond that port comparatively few Europeans have yet ven-tured, and the most notable expedition is that of Captain Blakiston, who made his way to a distance of 961 miles farther up the great river, and has given to the public a very trustworthy and interesting account of his tripet while Mr. Pumpelly, the American traveller, has deDcribed, from personal observa-tion, the leadint, geolot,ical features as far as the prefectural city of Kwei-chow. :;
a {nile or two brought us to the Ps-ma-kwan, or " White Horse Pass," * a spot famous in early history. Tllis is a large walled enclosure on the summit of the ra-nffle, planted with cypress trees, and eIltered by a gate which bars the highway. The chief and almost only object of note inside, is the mortuary chapel and tomb of Pang Tung, one of the heroes of the Three-kingdoms period (3rd century), who was killed near this site. The buildin,, is large and handsolue, being kept in a state of order and cleanliness not commonly met with in similar establishments. l'he first hall from the entrance contains the effiaies of Pang and his friend Choo-ko Leang side by side. The hall behind has the single imaCe of Pang Tung, and a courtyard at the back contains the hero's grave, a circular mound with a low stone wall round it, out of which grow some fine old specimens of the weeping cypress. The whole establishment was restored in 1697, and a gravestone erected, bearing the inscription, " The tomb of Pant, Sze-yuen, Pure Marquis, of the Han dynasty." Many ancient tablets of byoone dlasties decorate the buildin* Lookinffl down from the hill, on the farther side, an interestinC landscape met the view, a succession of eminences stretching away to the distant horizon covered for the most part with crops of varied produce, and dotted over with villaCes and hamlets, while here and there a city or town of greater pretension formed a focus for several converginz, lines of traffic; and two or three watercourses meanderinC throuah the loxver grcxunds served to fertilize the adjacent -fields, at the same time that they gave a pleasiIlC relief to the pictures, as they came in view at intervals in the rural scene. A steep and narrow path led us into a valley, where two or three miles further brouaht us to the district city of Lo-keang. The small portion of the city we passed through was quiet and * I cannot help thinking that this is the place spoken of by Marco Polo in the following passage:-"This journey of twenty daas towards the Yest being performed, you arrive at a place called Ach-baluch Manji, which signifies the white evity on the confines of Manji, where the country becomes levvel, and is very populous. The inhabitants live by trade and marlual arts. Large quantities of girlger are produced here, which is conveyed throufflh all the province of Cathay with great advantage to the merchants. The country yields wheat, rice, and other grain plentifully, and at a reasonable ra&. This plain, thickly covereel with habitations, continues for two stages, after which yoll again come to high mountains, valley-s, and forests."-(Wright's edition, p. 2.50.) Wright confesses himself unable to identify the locality of Ach-baltlch. Pauthier takes it to be thzv ancient town of e t fitg., Pzh-kung-ching, on the north of the Han.
Klaproth thinks it was a place called ! ;t>g, Plh-ma-chtng, near the district city of Meen, on the Han. But the distance to these places does not at all afrree, as it would make twenty-three days' journey from Se-gan-foo to the Han whereas that is just about the time required to the " White Horse Pass," at the primitive slow rate of travelling. The position of the White Horse Pass appears to me perfectly to satisfy the conditions of the statement. The tarenty days} travelling over the mountains, and sudelen arrival at the plain, with all the other details, might serve for a description of the country at the present day. Although there is no tosvn there now, there is reason to believe there was one in Polo's time, for within a century after, at the commencement of the hting, we know that there must ha+Te been one of some importallce, as a superintendent inspector was then placed over it. We do not find the word Ach, for "white," in tlle WIongol language now, the equ*alent being chak7^an * but we have no dictionary of that .language so old as the Yuen dynasty, since which it is probable considerable changes may hase taken place. The natural process, then, is to look for lt in some cognate dialect, and w-e find it accordingly in the Turkish 9l, iIk, with the same meaning, this dialect being one of the most neally allied to the BIongol. comparatively clean; but the suburb where we made a short halt was a scene of great activity, from the concourse of travellers; and the numerous houses of entertainment full of life and bustle, appeared to be driving a lucrative trade. From this point we coursed along the south bank of the Lang-shwuy-ho for a mile or two, and then crossed it by a lorlg low bridge, about three feet wide with no parapet. This rises in the west of Lo-keang district, and after a south-easterly flow of about a hundred and thirty miles, in the course of which it passes the district cities of Lo-keang and Chung-keant, and the prefecttlral city of Tung-chuen, it enters the Pei-keang, and thlls opens up a direct com-munication with Chung-kinsr. There is said to be a connection between the head-waters and the Meen-yang river. A footpath of about a mile brought llSr to the llih-shwuy-ho, somewhat narrower than the preceding, into which it flows at nearly a riz,ht angle. The source appears to be rather more distant and the two channels run nearly parallel for the greater part of their lenCth. This we crossed by a bridge silllilar to the preceding. There are a good many water-wheels on the left bank ior the purpose of irliaation, sonae between 20 and 30 feet in diameter, similar to those we had seen in great numbers before reaching Ching-too. From this the road begills to ascend again, and after passing two villages we arrived at the town of Kin-shall-poo, where we put up for the night. This is a very busy place, but the houses and shops have a mean appearance. Here we beoan to be subjected to the inconvenience of crowds round the door of our lodving-place, but it was merely the result of curiosity; a feature7 however, of xvhich we had seen but slioht indications hitherto in Sze-chuen. On the morninC of the 30th we entered the department of Meen, and during the day passed throufflh several poor little villaCes and hamlets7 with nothin(r very notable. Just beyond the villave of Shlh-lieaotl-poo, a handsome stone portal crosses the road, soon after passin3 which our route lay alongside the Cha-ping-ho, a rapid river, red with mud from the heavy rain during the past night. This rises at Cha-pin-shan, some hills in the western part of the district of Gan, and flowing in a direction nearly east, passes south of the district city, and enters the Pei a little to the south-east of the departmental city of Meen. Skirting this stream for a few miles, we crossed in a ferry-boat and a short distance beyond crossed the Pei River to the left bank, but soon after recrossed to the rip,ht, and entered the north ^,ate of the city of Meen. There we found troops quartered, who were on their way to enaage the Mohammedan rebels in Shen-se. The following morninC we again crossed the Pei, ranning with a very swift current, about half a mile from the cityand keeping down the left bank for a mile or two in an eastern direction, we crossed the Tung-ho by a stone bridge. This is a tributary of the Pei rising toward the north-east. Our day's journey took us through a number of poor and insignificant villages, with a military guard station generally about every four or five miles. These are easily dis-tinguished by the rude attenlpts to depict some of the sons of Mars armed cap-i-pie, of gigantic dimensions and in gaudy colours, on the whitewashed walls while a rusty spear or two mayoccasionally be seen at the door * and an official is said to be attaclled to each, whose services are sometimes requilCed to forward a despatch. These stations are found throughout the greater part of China, at least the northern portionsand are ostensibly intended to furnish escorts to travellers vwhenevel demanded: but such an appendaae on the road we were travelling would have been an uttel superfluity. At many of the stations three or five turrets, representing the old smoke telegraphs, still remain, but it is almost needless to say, they merely stand as syrnlbols of the past. The road iS hilly, with some steep ascents and descents. Half a mile beyond the small town of Yew-hean;-poo, a seven-story pag;oda stands in a valley on the north side of the road. Some of the valleys are very pretty, and the +N-eeping cypress gronvs there profusely. The was-tree is also found, but rarely with the producing insect on it. Small patches of cotton were seen here and there. We stopped ior the niOht at Wei-ching, a busy town of considerable size, surrounded by a stone wall, the day's route havinC taken a much more easterly bend than on previous days.
Just beyond Wei-ching, an insignificant stream flows east into the Tssetung-ho; and, at a distance of 10 rniles, we reached a small stream dividing the department of Meen from the district of Tsze-tung, which flow-s south, and after a few miles joins the Wei-ching watercourse, when the united waters enter the Tsze-tung-ho. Less than 2 miles further we came to the small town of Shih-neu-poo, or " Stone 0s Stores," which takes its name from a natural stone formation on the top of a neighbollring hill, said to resemble a perfect ox. The road still lay along a succession of hills of no great heig;ht and sparsely wooded, but cultivated to a considerable estent with the taro or sweet potato, and occasional spots of rice on terraces. About half a mile before reaching the city of l'sze-tung, a good stone bridge took us across the Tsze-tung-ho, a rather wide and rapid river which rises in the northern part of the dist,rict * after receiving several tributaries in its southward course it enters the Pei, makinC a flow of 160 miles or more, The site of the city may be distinguished at a great distance by a tall white eleven-story pa(roda, which stands outside the wall.
HavinC spent the niCht in the city, our path nest morninC lay up a gentle ascent, and at a distance of 3 miles or more we passed a celebrated vvell, named the Koo-keen-tseuen, or " Ancient Sword SprinC," famed for its medicinal virtues. A stone tablet by the side states that to have been formerly one of the most, difficult and danaerous passaCes on the line, till a road was made by public subscription about the beginning of the present century. Three or four miles further, ascending a hill by a lonC flight of stone steps, we reached the mountain village of Keih-heang-poo, the reputed birthplace of WATan-chang-te, a Taouist celebrity, idolized as the g;od of literature. A very large and handsome temple to his honour is erected on the slope of the hill, the receding apartments of which are ascended by successilJe flights of steps. Of course the principal hall is dedicated to Wang-chang, who is there enthroned in state; but several other idols have their shrines in the adjoining apartme:nts. To the right of the main building, a smaller one contains an effigy of the hero seated on his mule; and the attendant priest points to an opening in the rock behind the figure, which he says is the mouth of a subterranean passage, through which NVan-chang was accustomed to malse a journey on his mtlle to the province of Shen-se and back daily when on earth. By permiS3ion I Cot up to examine the hole, and found it scarcely big enough for an ordinary man to crawl into, to say nothing of a mule; but he was ready with the reply, that as no one had passed throug;h for so many aCes it was gradually coutractillg. Several attemps he said had been made in former times to effect a passaae, but every adventure had been repelled by stronffl gusts of wind. The various members of the family of the sage are enshrirred in a buildint higher np. In the centre shrine are his father and mother, and iIl a snlaller one above it the effigy of his grandmother; on the riaht are the saae and his wife, and on the left his sister. Along the right end wall are his sis sonsand aCainst the opposite end, his four dauahters and two daughters-in-law, one with a baby at her breast. On the opposite side of the road a flight of steps up a mound leads to a shrine, where he is represented irl a reclining posture. Still higher up is a small building, containing nothing but a stone couch with some sculpture on the front, which is said to be the veritable article on which he slept. Adjoinin this building is a square stone enclosure, with an old cypress-tree inside, which is pointed out as the tree to which he was accustomed to tie his mule. The local legends about this worthy are very numerous, and few of the Taouist irl-1,4 ADDITIONAL NOTICES. renti()ns have gained a wider celebrity than that of Wan-cllang. The manv minature pacroda-looking structtlres that are seen all over China are dedicated to him. These are especially numerous in Sze-chuen, and also in Canton province, where they are called MTan-ta or Menta. The 'aouists look upon him as the material impersonation of a constellation in the northern hemisphere, which bears the same name, and the sis stars of that constellation are frequently symbolized by the hexagon fornl of the turrets. His recor(led biobraphy gives his family name as Chang, and the date of the second century of our era. IIe is said, however, to have had many incarrlations and there is a small exhortation to virtue, the Yin-chih-wan, which has been handed down as his production, in which such a statement is put prominently forward.
About 7 miles beyond tllis famous temple we came to Shan-ting-poo, whicl struck me much at first siCht with its resemblance to a Swiss mollntain-villaae. The inhabitants in that recrion are sufficiently poor, and provisions we found scarce. Little was to be had but hard cakes, made of coarse flour and watel besides cucumbers and sevelal other iteins of vegetable diet. Their tea is orle of the most detestable of beverages, and in other circumstances would be unrecot,nizable to a European palate. These remarks (lo not al)ply peculiarly to the villabe in question, but are common to the route for many days' journey; and this is perhaps the more remarkable as the inhabitants depend in a great measure for their livellhood on supplying the wants of travellers. Such is the hardihood azsd fruaality of these mountaineers. Eere for the first time since leaving the plain, we found mules largely etnployed as beasts of burden; and it required some little skill for OU1' chairs to thread their way through the droves, as we passed up the narrow street where they were haltinC for their feed. A little beyond this we began to meet with coolies carryina huCe packs on their backs, after the manner so picturesquely described by the Abbe Huc. They calry a staff in the hand, by means of which they frequently rest in tlle road, placing the staff under the pack behind them, to relieve them of the weight as they stand to talSe breath. lNVe found the tree-insect wax prb duced OI1 a small scale in the neighbourhood of the villaCe of Yuna-woo-yoo Towards evening we reached our halting-place at Woo-leen-yih, after crossinr the Se-ho. This river rises among the Woo-tsze hills, in the north-west of the department of Keen, and after a course of about 140 miles, receivin(r two tributaries on the way, it enters the liea-ling-keanC, the direct course to (ShlLn?-king.
On AuCust 3rd, after a detention of several hours on accoullt of the rain, we comrnenced the ascent of a steep llill by a zigzaffl road. A little beyond the summit is a memorial chapel to Choo-lXo Leang by the roadside, and this is but one of some tens, perhaps hundreds, dedicated to this hero, to be found in Sze-chuen, so great are the posthumous honours conferred on him. Abollt 12 miles from our startina place we came to Lew-she-kow a busy little town, just beyond which a stone bridge led across the Lew-kow, a small river tributaly to the Se-ho. Arrived at the villaCe of Chow-ya-tsze, s^Te made a very steep descent into a valley, where a paCoda on a neibhbouring hill comes iIl view, looking down upon the departmental city of Keen. A5Jithin 2 miles of the last-nanned villaCe, a willding and picturesque path led us up to the city, which lies on a declivity, and is closely sulrounded by an amphitheatre of steep hills. The wall is in t,ood colldition, but there is onlyone stleet throut,h the city of any consequence, and a great part of tllat is poor. The people were very peaceable and friendly. 'Lhe hills over which we had been travellint, most of the day were of moderatfe heiglat, formed of red sandstone in horizolltal strata, with conCloinerate croppinC out in places, and cultivated in terraces to the top, millet being the principal produce. There is a good stone road the greater part of the waay fronl the district city of Tsze-tung to Keen-chow and a nonsiderable (listance beyond; and the outliIle may be traced far off by a double line of weeping cypress-tree3 occurrirlC at iIltervals; sometimes only one or tuTo toCether, bul, in many places forminC quite an avenue of fine old specimens. These were planted and the road made by Le Peih, the governor of Reen-chow in the early part of the sixteenth century, so tllat many of the trees have gone to decay.
Our proaress throtlcrh this country was slow and tedious accordinC to European notions. We had s+ipulated, on leavinC Ching-too, to reach the prefectural city of Hanchunt, in ourteen days at the outside, and we were ansiously counting the days as we advanefed from stage to stage. Not only was the want of provisions and suitable accommodation rather trying to our European constitutions; but there was the farther risk that by delaying on the way, we miCht be overtaken by the rainy season, when several of the streams that we had to pass would become so swollen as to be impassable for days, and perhaps for weeks, a disaster we wished by all means to escape. Under these circumstances we llad been several times irritated by the attempts cf our coolies to procrastinate on the way. These men belonged to a hardy race, who possess few of the comfolts of life, and care little for them. Their great vice is gambling, to which they are passionately addicted; an(l for the gratification of which they do not scruple to sacrifice the interests of themselves and their employers. Several times had this proclivity come illtO collision with our determirlation to speed on the way, and on the morning of the 4th we came to a dead-lock, by their absolute refusal to move that day. Our only resource was an appeal to the civil powere we were courteously received at the office of the macristrate, and the reqllisite pressure being put in force our coolies trotted oS with their respective burdens with as good a arace as might be expected. Leaving the city by the east gate, we crossed the Keenshwuy by a bridffle. This small river is formed by the junction of two branches, and entels the Rea-lin-keang, after a course of between 30 and 40 miles. During the after part of tlle day we had several abrupt ascents alla descents, but passed no place of impoltailce till wc reached Reen-mun-kwan our haltincr-place fol the night. This is a busy town and a place of considerable celehrity in early history. We were now at the foot of the Ta-keenshan, a range of lofty hills which had been in distant view for several days past. They are quite difEerent in character from those over which we had be.en travellinC for a week. rllhe general direction of the range is north-east +sith spurs branching out southward. The southern declivity is inclited at about 3G?, and covered with verdure, but not cultivated. The crests are serrated in the most grotesque forms, and the northern sides have the appearance of being abrupt precipices. They extend away, range beyond rante, till lost to ViSiOIl. The Wor-tsze or " Five Sons " hills had been in sight for two days past, in a north-westerly direction. lhese are five remarkable conical lcaks of similar outline-four of which appeal exactly the same heiCht, and are stated in the topoCraphy to have an altitude of t>000 feet, bllt I do not think they are near so much.
:NTest morninC, followiIlg the course of a small stream, named the Keen-munshwuy, we SOOI1 reached the sombre pass of Keen-mun, all opening in the range of hills less than a hundled yards wide, with precipitous cliffs on either side, the greater part conglomerate, overlaid by sandstone, with some thin strata of the same at intervals. A little way in, at the foot of the eastern cliS are a number of memorial tablets, which doubtless coutain records of interest but time would not admit of our stoppinC to examine them. The ancient name of the road through this pass is the Shlh-new-taou or " Stone Ox Road." and carries with it a curious tradition to +he following eSect. In the fotlrth centtlry s.c., this mollntaill rancre formed an impassable barrier betwee7^l tlle kingdorn of Tsin on the north, and that of Shuh orl the south. The KinD of Tsin, meditating the conquest of Shtlh, was induced to resort to artifice to aid him in his project. Aware of the axaricious propensity of his southern neit,hbour, he caused five stone fi,:ures of oxen to be made, and every night had a quantity of gold secretly scattered Oll the ground below their tails; till the report gained currency that this was the ordinary exerement of these miraculous animals. Their fame having spread to the kingdom of Shuh, the cupidity of the prince vv-as excited, and he expressed a wish to be the )ossessor of the wonderful osen. This desire reaching; the ears of the King of Wlsin, he gracefully ofSered them in a present. But then it was necessary to make a road through the mountains for their transport, and the cutting in the Ta-keenshan was made for this purpose. The breach in the hill once effected, the Wing of Tsin soon followed the osen with a large army and subjugated Shuh, the prince of which thus fell a victim to his own avarice. l'owards the middle of the pass the road runs under a building called the I<een-ko, the modern representative of an ancient pavilion, built by Chco-ko Leang, which carries the memory down to the third century of our era. l'he ground story is surrounded by a battlement, and there are two stories above it. Once through the bleach in the loftier ranve, we found ourselves in a valleysurrounded by rllged and barren declivities, in some places perpendicular heights; and after continuing our route for a mile or two, the gradual ascent and descent of a lower range, brought us, at a distance of 10 miles, to the villaCe of Ta-muh-shoo. Near this are several remarkable rugged peaks standing; out prolaitlently, high above the general outline; and one of these7 with a larCe temple on the top, forms a very conspicuous object, which we passed very close to, a mile or two after leaaring the village. The Keen-mun stream was visible in the valley below us along a considerable part of the day's journey. This unites with the Hwang-sha-keang, a river rising amonta, the Mo-teen hills, on the border of Shen-se province, and flowing east for more than a hundred miles, after receivinC several tributaries, the united waters enter the Plh-3hwtly River. Cultivation was much more sparse than in the previous part of our journey; the viUa;es and hamlets were wretched enough, and the people miserably poor. A few miles more brought us to the New-tow-shan, a conspicuous hill, from which we made a steep descent, with the district city of Chaou-hwa in sight in the valley belour. The Rea-lint, River is seen winding round the east side, and there, for the first time since leaving Ching-too, we found cargo-boats struggling up against the current; so that the passaCe by water may be made between that city and Chung-killa, passing the prefectural cities of Paou-ning and Shun-king on the way. The Plh-shwuy-keallt,, one of its chief tributaries, is seen entering on the north side of the city. This rises in Tartary, and after a course of 1800 miles enters the province of Shen-se, where receiving some very considerable affluents, it enters the district of Chaou-hwa, and unites with the :Kea-linr within a mile of the city. MaTe made but a short journey on the 6th, from the city of Chaou-hwa to that of Kwang-ytlen, about 14 miles, with little worthy of note on the way. About a mile from the former city, where we crossed the Kea-ling River, there is a stronD rapid, by which even the skilled ferrymen are sometimes carried away beyond their calenlation. The road for the greater part lay along the foot of the hills skirtinp; the river. Within tlvo miles of Kwang-yuen, we entered on a small alluvial plain, and made our way through fields of maize to the Taoa-pa, a small river rising on tlle north-east, locally called the Nan-ho. Crossing this by the ferry, we were immediately in an extensive and busy suburb, where we put up for the day outside the west gate. There is a lofty cliS on the opposite side of the river, with four huge chambers excavated in it. These I was informed had been inhabited in ancient times, but could not ^,et any definitc informatioil on tlle subject. A little to the north is a small excavation, said to have been the shrine where the empress Woo-tsihteen, of the laang dynasty, worshipped; and a xvhite building close by, named the Soo-se-low, is pointed out as her habitation when a Buddhist nun. There is a camp on the north side of the city, which rendered it desirable that our stay should be as short as possible, but no persuasion cotlld make our coolies go firther that day; and it was only after some litigation that we could get them away on the next. Some 3 or 4 miles from $he city the following morning, we were at the village of Tseen-fuh-yae, or the " Thousand Buddha Precipice," which derives its name froln the cliff immediately beyond, this being one of the most remarkable pieces of Buddhist sculpture in China. Probably the number indicated in the name is no over-estilnate, for there would seem to be a shrine to almost every idol in the Buddhist pantheon. Some are in small recesses cut only a few inches deep; others are in caves capable of holding several people and at one of such a flight of stone steps conducts to the entrance. Every available spot from the highest pinnacle down to the g;rolmd seems to be covered, and the names of the prillcipal idols are placed over them. In ancient times, the cliff here rose abruptly from the river, and had a wooden stage suspended to it, by which the transit was eXectedbut dtlrinC the Tang dynasty, AVei Hang had a road excavated-a work of great utility, which hc supplemented by the highly decorative assemblage of idol shrines, which are supposed to afford a peculiar sanctity and security to the place. I was gravely informed that a aolden boat lies embedded iIl the river just in front, and may be seen occasionally. Possibly the peculiar appearance of the particles of mica at times, may have given strength to the legend. About midday we reached the villaCe of Seu-kea-ho, divided by the river into two parts, the largest portion beinU, oll the west side. lthis is entirely dependent on the coal trade, there beinC extensive mines in the neighbotlrhood. The price of good coal at the wharf there is about 8s. the ton. Continuin(r by a rugged rocky path till we came to the Tco-mun Hill, lve there deviated from the river-bank for a little, and ascended a steep and narrow path to the hamlet and pass of Fei-seenkwan on the crest of the hill, where there is a barrier gate in an enlbattled wall. On the north-east of the pass is a steep pyramidal-shaped, and alnnost isolated hill, named Wei-fung-shan, with a temple to the ancient saCe Shun on the summit. Round this the river malies a circuitous bend, and ou emerginC from the pass, we find it at,ain flowinffl past almost beneath. With the exception of this little bend, our path all day lay alonffl the bank of the :Kea-ling River; and towards dusk we found the stream suddenly contracted within very narrow limits, between precipitous banks. Overtaken by darkness, we found it necessary to halt for the night in a very miserable village, with accommodation scarcely above zero.
On the move at a very early hour nest morninC, 8 miles over a rough limestone path, brought us, ere the sun was well above the horizon, to the Chaou-teen-kwan, a pass on the top of a hill named the Chaou-teen-ling. A temple covering both ends of the double gateway, with a connectin win on the east side, contains the effiies of a number of canonized historical personaCes of the Three-kingdoms period. There is a fine gorge in the river close by called the M;ng-yue-hea, or " Bright DKoon Gorge." The descent fronl the pass is by a long and in part precipitons zigzaC road, which led us to thc town of Chaou-teen-yeh. Passage-boats come up from the city of Kwan-yuen to this place in a day, and go down in much less time. On the north of the town, the Tseen-shwuy, a broad shallow stream which comes down from the borders of Shen-se, enters the :Eca-linffl River. After crossinC this there was a steep and wearisome ascent of a couple of miles; but on reachinC the summit, the road lay along the declivity for a miles more, throuCh a landscape of singular beauty, till we stopped at the Lurlpmun-ko, an open shed and gateway across 8 ADDlTIONAL STOTICES. the road, occupied by vendors of comestibles. A very little to the west of this is a natural curiosity of a rare and CUl'iOUS character. A precipitous limestone cliff, near a thousand feet hiCh, has a natural tunnel under it, called the Lungtuna, about two hundred feet high at the mouth, but suddenly contractinffl to much smaller dimensiolas. Here the Tseen River enters and becomes lost to view, p;iving forth a sound like the rush of some great cataract. Passing under the hill, it emertes acrain some 2 or 3 miles lower down, and enters the Rea-ling on the north of Chaou-teen-yih. rl'his river is mentioned in the " rRribute-roll of Ytl " in the " Shoo-killC," thus :_c; rl'he 'rO and the Tseen were conducted by their ploper channels." The Tseen is but a small stream compared with the Kea-ling, but it may have been larger in ancient times. My companion picked up some fossils at th, entrance to the cave. From this a tortuous and hillJ road led us by a vely abrupt descent, jtlst about dusk, to the banl; of the rl'seell Riser again, which our coolies forded without difficulty. The local name of the river there is the Yen-kea-ho, where it foruls a great gbend, nearly three-quarters of a circle, in the loop of which stands the toxvn of Keaou-chang-pa, our haltin-place for the night. It is a very quiet retired spot, with scarcely any business doing except on market days, which occur nine times in each month. It is entirely surrounded by hiCh hills, with a dark rugaed ranae appearillg above the others away to the east. The river is clear as crystal, xvith a stony bottom, and convenient places for bathing.
Having spent a day at Keaoau-chan-}ra, we were on the way by moonlight on the morning of the 10th Ausrust, and before daybreak crossed the boundary between the provinces of Sze-chuen and Shen-^se, at the Tselh-pwan Pass. A solitary priest was already at his matins by the lig;ht of a lamp, the monotonous clang; of his sonorous pot, as he sat by the gate, calling upon passing travellers to contribute to tlle cause. As the light of day burst upon us, it revealed a scene of romalltic t,randeur, through which we were clambering up and down steep and rugged pathways. During the day we passed throllgh several poor villages, and eally in the afternoon arrived at the departmental city of Nin-kean(r, the first we had come to in Shen-se. The place appeared to be excessively poor, with scarcely any trade. The Plh-yen River takes its rise frozn a mountain-stream in the vicinity of the 'lselh-pwan Pass antl flows north-west of the city, urhere it is joined by another stream froln the north, along which our route lay. The united stream then flows north-east, and, after receiving a tributary from the south, disembobues into the Han.
A great fall of lain had talSen I)lace durina the nit,ht, and it continued till the afternoon of the 11th, when it was most difficult to Cet our coolies to move, as they declared the river so swollen as to be unfordable. Having ascertained, however, that there was still a chance, we felt that the ur(rency of the occasion delnande(l every efSort; for, tshould the rain continue, the case was becomirtg worse every hour, and we miaht be detained for many days.
At length we succeeded in bettinC on the wvay, and thouCh the rush was comina down with considerable velocity lve wele still able to manacre it. The road, it it can be so called, lay up a narrow ravine, cut off alternately on either side by steep rocks, so that we had to ford the stream about ten times and t,ot most of our ba(rcraDe drenclled, cominC to a halt at NVoo-le-po, a mountain village, scarcely ' miles from the city.
Next nlornin(r the water went doxvn as rapidly as it had risen the day before, and thele xvas no difficulty in fording the stream dry-shod-for sorne part of the ^ray our path lay in the bed of the current. A few miles on the road we reached the Woo-ting-hea, a gorge in the mountain, named after the five stone-osen which the Kina of Tsin presented to the Kint of Shuh. On .ascendinO a hill a short distance beyond, a stone talulet records the fact of thtLt ADDITIONAL NOTICES. l -9 beinC the road that was opened up for the occasion C and about a mile fal ther is the \Voo-tinffl barrier, adjoininC which is a small villaCe, called the Kinneu-57dh, or " Gold Ox Station." ContinuinC the journey through a narrow defile, we come to the Han-yuen-kow on the left, an insi^,nificant stream which our coolies walked over without any trouble. This is the source of the great River Han, and rises at the Po-ch'unffl hill, only a few miles to the west This is alluded to in the " Tribute-roll of Su" thus:-"}'rom Po-ch'unC he surveyed the Yang, which, flowing eastwards, became the Han." This, then is the ancient Yang River. Two or three miles beyond we stopped for the day at the garrison-town of Ta-an, where there are three camps, with some 1000 to 2000 troops. There is a tribtltary stream there, the Ta-aan-shwuy, half as large as the main channel, which is crossed by a wooden bridge and discharres its waters Oll the south-east of the town.
Our joumey on the 13th lay along the left bank of the Han, and, as there had been a heavy fall of rain, the mountain-currents were much swollen and there was some difficulty in fording them. A rather forrnidable one flows through the village of Tsin-yang-ylh, and 5 miles further is a broad and swift-Ilowing stream, immediately beyond ^rhich nre halted for the day at the X illage of Tsae-pa.
Having now reached the highest point of the river to which boats ascend nest morning we took passave by water for the prefectural city of Han-chuncr, wuch beinC less laborious and more expeditious than chair-travellin. At about 6 or 7 miles' distance the waters of the Meen-shwuy, flovving in fiom the north, unite with the Han at a spot called Tsin-kow. T'his river is formed by the union of three confluents, and appears larger and swifter than the Han where the two unite. l'hree miles lower down are some abrupt clifEs on the riCht bank, and 5 oliles more brought us to the district city of Meen on the left bank. The wall was in very good condition, but the whole enclosure seemed to be one great field of maize, some five or six huts being the onlv htlman habitations. The whole population, including the official establishseents, is collected in a large suburb on the east side, enclosed by an earthlvall, which is now a ruin. The city was founded by the renowned Choo-ko Leang, whose grave is situated 3 miles to the south-east at the Tin-keurl hill. During the summer floods, when the gorges on the Yang-tsze are almost impassable, it is customary for native merchants to reach Sze-chuen via the Han; and, having reached this point, they take mules to cross the hills, about 40 miles, to the Kea-ling River, by which there is a direct comrnunication zvith Chung-kinC and the principal places in the province. From the city of Meen eastward the hills recede from the river, leavin(t a level valley of ses-eral miles in width, which estends some distance beyond the city of Han-chung.
Hwang-sha-yih is a considerable town on the left bank, 2 or 3 miles below the city, standing back about a 7e from the river. A few nailes be]ow this a stream runs in from the north, and a little way beyond the Plh-yen River from Nin-keang, discharges on the right bank. 5en or 12 miles further, the Hlh-lung-keant, a larCe river, enters the Han on the left bank. This lises fiom two sources on the west side of the Tae-plh mountain, on the southern border of the district of Mei, flows east and then south, receiveFs a number of tributaries, and passes the district city of Paou-ching, discharainC its waters after a course of 170 miles. The Re-tow Pass is seen, far away to the north, on the sumlnit of a mountain range. Overtaken by thick darkness and heavy rain, we came to a halt within a few miles of the prefectural city.
The rain continued during the ISth, and prevented anv extensive perambulations through the city, which seems to be of moderate size, with notllin,g very imposing in the streets. A tolerably estensive suburb separates it nearly a mile from the river on the south, and there is a much lar;,er one otltside the east gate, enclosed by a nlud wall, now allnost demolished.* NVe had hoped to hire a boat there to take us dowll to Laou-ho-kow, but none of the boatmen were willinffl to start till after the lst of the Chinese month, which would be four days * and it depended on the state of the river whether they would move then, for they said there was a gorve 30 lniles long, which they dared not risk unless the water fell several feet. Ascertaining, further, that the road by land to the eastern end of the gorce was much shorter, and that boats were to be got there, we decided on continuing our journey by chairs as far as the town of Cha-chin.
LEIavinffl settled all preliminaries for a chairjourney, we left Han-chung in the forenoon of the 16th, and travelled all day over a flat country, chiefly occupied by fields of rice and maize. At a distance of 8 miles from the city we crossed the lIan in a ferry-boat, the river there being about 300 yards in breadth, with shallow slope on the left bank and a deep channel and smrift current on the right. Eight miles beyond this we arrived at the Nan-sha-ho a tolerably broad, shallow river, rising in the sotlth, which our coolies were just able to ford, the chairs dipping slightly in the water. Two miles further on we put up for the day at the small villave of CL'selh-le-teen, where a festival of several days' duration was in process. The peasantry from the neighbourhood were gathered toCether in their holiday attire, the great object of rustic attraction being a theatrical performance with wooden puppets. One unlucky wiaht was chained to the stage all day, doing penance for his master who had refused to contribute his quota towards the fEte but he appeared to bear the penalty with the philosophic resignation of amartyr. The only house of entertainment for travellers was crowded to overflowing atld the one private chamber was allotted to us, but it was scarcely eqtlal, in point of comfort, to a respectable coalhole. We had to wait till the company dispersed, to get some boards on which to manufacture sleeyin-places. This, however, was not much of an exception to many of our lodvings, but may be rather taken as a sample of the majority.
Nest day we made 30 miles, mostly over hills, passiIl^, se+Teral villages and hamlets on the way, and stopped for the night at the small town of Sha-hokan. Our route, for a great part of the day, lay in the neighbourhood of the Be-leaou-shan water, a tributary of the Sha-ho, which runs through the abovenamed town. The Sha-ho rises at Low Hill, in the north-west of Se-hean district. Paper is manufactllred amon the hills not far distant, which gives rise to a good deal of traffic. Our hotel accommodation was inferior, if possible to that of the previolls night.
Seven miles over the hills next morning broucht us to the villave of Koochuh-ps, where a stream from the east of the Koo-yuh Pass enterKs the Mullma River; and 3 miles lower down we halted at the town of Ma-tsuna-tan, on the left bank of the latter. llhis liver rises at Me-tsang Hill, in the southwest of Se-heang district, on the border of Sze-chuen province, and, flowing north-east, enters the Yanb on the east of the district city. Taking a boat at
Ma-tsung-tan, we floated down rather rapidly xvith the current for 17 miles to the city. This seems to be a busy, thriving place, and there is a considerable suburb on the south side. Enterinb by the east gate, we left by the north <and scarcely a mile be-ond our men forded the river, opposite the village of Tung-too-kow. Passing another villaaes we soon crossed the YanC in a fetTy-ADDITIONAL XOtrICES. the top of a hill, our coolies absolutely refusing to go farther that night so  ollr whole party of twenty-four persons, besides the family, includinffl piffls,  fowls, and dog, had to put up in a common apartment-and that not a very large one either except that three or four of the coolies stowed themselves away in a closet too begrimed with dirt and loaded with dust for us to venture in. For the past two days we had had a range of lofty hills in view on the north, bordering the Han, and now we were rapidly approachina them DurinC the day we passed a number of the large water-wheels used for irrigating the fields by raisint, water from the stream to heiahts cf 20 or 30 feet rRhere is a very accurate description and representation of these machines lay Staunton in his narrative of Lord Macartney's embassy.
boat. This river rises in the south-east of the district of Se-heang, among the hills to the north of the Yen-chang Pass, on the border of Szewhuen and flowinC north, receives the waters of the Muh-ma and another affluent before it enters the Han. Four miles farther on we stopped at a solitary house on
On the 19th we were on the way at an early hour, and at a distance of 15 nliles reached the small town of Plh-meen-hea, at the further end of a valley completely enclosed by hiCh hills. Beyond this there was not even a village for 14 miles, till we reached the town of Cha-ke-chin, or as it is commonly called, Cha-chin, on the Han. This stands on the left of the embouchure of the Yang, which is also called the Cha-ke, that being the name of a tlibutary flowinffl in from the south. Cha-chin is a poor little place built on a point of rock, and there we had expected to get a boat to take us on our way, but had the mortification to find they had all been taken away that morninffl for the Government service. Fortunately, howeverJ a boat came up in the evening lvith passenaers, aild we engaged it to take us down to the district city of Shlh-tseuen the following day. Our road all day had been through mountain-ravines and oner llill-tops, e-mbracinffl some fine scenery. Much of the path was bordered by the date, walnut, Tung-oil,$ and a variety of other trees. The rocks are limestone, and near the Han the strata are perpendicular. The cottaCers by the wayside were engaged ill the silk manufacture.
The current carried us rapidly down the stream, making the passaCe of 20 miles in three hours, or less. The course nearly all the way was between abrupt hills, with occasional precipices * and in some places the rivel is confined within a very narrow channel. There are two rapids in the interval caused by reefs. About rnidday we came in siaht of the district city, and soon anchored against the western suburb, which is rather estensive, but poor in apppearance. The Chin-choo River rises at the Yun-woo Hill on the north, and joininC the Hean-tsze River from the north-west, enters the Han, a little to the west of the suburb. The city is built on a red sandstone rock; and there is a spring of deliciously clear and refreshing water just under the southern wall, from which the city derives its name, "Stone Spring.' The place within the walls is small, and has one busy retail street from the east to the west gate. The market is but poorly supplied with veetables, fruit, and meat. NVe found a nunlber of boats lying at anchor there, but most of them were retained for the Government service. After some ineSectual negotiation amonC those that were at liberty, the city maCistrate, who was very friendly towards us, gave up one of the boats he had sealed, and arranged for our passa,,e to Hankow, to the mutual gratification of the boatman and otlrselves.
It was well on towards midday on the 21st before the skipper got all things ready, and by the time we started the water had beCun to rise. The wind * Blakiston gives the botanical name of this as Elococca verrucoscs. See ' Five hIonths on the Yang-tsze,' p. 137.
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ADDITION.iL NOTICES. sprang up soon after, atld at a distaIlce of 10 miles, while thleading our way throuah a narromr and tortuous pass, just beloav the villaCc of Leell-hwa-shih the boat vvas carried off by the current, the men lost command, and it was lzorne irresistibly on a granite reef, known by the name of the Foo-paou-shlh. The result was a considerable openin(t in one of the joints at the end, and the water began to flow in ratsidly. By dint of caulkint,, however, this was pretty +rell stopped. The wind increased, and tlle water came down with a sudden rush, raisinc the river in tllat part some ten feet in three or follr hours. Althouch the rocli oll which w^7e struck was nearly four feet above the water yet so rapidly did the water rise, that we might have passed over the same spot two hours later with impunity. Such fluctuations are doubtless caused by the fall of rain swelling the numerous tributaries towards the head-waters. Seven miles lower down, the Che-ho, cominffl from the Ma-hwanC lIill on the north, disembogues into the Han. A little below the village of Yew-fanv-kan we passed throuah a gorge with a heavy surge; and eiaht or nine miles beyond after passinb a stream on the left, stopped for the night at the village of Mei-hoo on the riht. There is a strong rapid opposite this place. A good deal of silk is produced and manufactured in the nei(rhbourhood.
On the 22nd +re were detailled till the afternoon, while a carpenter was repairing the damave of the previous day. Soon after moving, we passed several strong rapids, and the water had become excessively muddy. A; number of fortresses appeared on the hill-tops in the neighbourhood. Many reefs run out from the left bank. About 30 miles on the way brought us to z sharp bend in the river, called Tun-lo-wan, with a succession of stronffl r0wpids. Just beyond that we stopped for the day at the town of Han-wang-ching althouch it was yet early; our skipper fearing to risk the next rapi(l, called Kwan-tsze-tan, till the water svent down somewhat. A boat which passed uso in the morning on the way down was anchored at the same place, having run a<vainst a rock, broken the rudder, and sprung a large leak. Havinc several hours to spare, I visited a fortress, the Teen-paou-chae, on the top of a hili there, something over 400 feet hioh. It was built a few years back by the inhabitants, as a refuve aCainst the rebels. The place is admirably adapted for defence, the ascent beinC steep on all sidesand, with a well-trained force to defend it, nos enemy could ever approach. There were sis two-story houses in tolerably good condition, in whicn a great number of natives could bestowed, but not a person was in occupation. Another foltress stood oll the top of a high hill on the opposite side of the rilrer. Tea and silk are produced ill the neiChbourhood, and form artic]es of commerce. As the water had subsided a areat deal durinC the night, we started soon after stlnrise on the 23rd. Within a mile of our anchorave, two small hill islands stood in the river, forminb three Ilarrow channels, of which we floated down the left-hand one. A little was beyond we passed a number of coal-pits on the left bank. Some five miles lower, the Seaou-sunr River from the north enters the Han, forminC the boundary between the districts of Han-yin and Tsze-yang. rl'here is a good deal of firewood in this part of the country, which the natives make up into faggots and pile up along the banks for sale. Our skipper filled every available corner with a cargo of it as a commercial speculation, some of the men also investinC their money in aU similar enterprise. Thirtyfour miles beyond the last-named stream, the Choo-ho, a ctlrrent of blight green xPater, enters the Han on the right, contrastinC stronaly in colour with the very muddy water of the latter as it becomes absorbed in it. 'l'his river rises, under the name of the Plh-keang, on the north of Hwan-tun Hill, in the east of the district of 'Tae-pinC in Sze-chuen province, and enters Shen-se <)n the east of laou-pa Pass * it then joins the Choo-ho, another branch flowinC in from the sotlth of the district of Tsze-yang; and after receiving several triblltaries in its north-easterly course, it dischar^,es its waters under the latter name, but i8 sometimcs called also the .Tin-ho. Ten miles tIp this river is a quarry, famous for the prodtletion of ink-pallets. Nearly opposite, but a little lower, stands the city of Tsse-yanC, n small place built on the summit of a low hill, with a scattered suburb spleading down nearly to the water's edae. Slates are produced in abundance in this neiahbourhood, and most of the houses are roofed x:rith them not Cllt to any regular shape, but heaped on just as chance seems to have (lecided the form. There we took a pilot on board, to guide us throltgh a rapid about a mile below the city. 'l'he waves were like a little sea, and far exceeded anythint, of the kind we had previously come to on the Han. Ten miles below the city is a temple perched high up on the face of the cliff, named the Me-ke-seen-tung (Fairy Grotto of the Rice-stream) the tradition connected with which is, that in former times a small aperture in the rock was wont to pour out daily a quantity of rice, just sufficient for the number of people depen(lina on it; it might be one, or it miCht be a hundred, the supply was always equal to the demand. A crevice was pointed out to us at the back of the principal idol, as the mouth of the mysterious spout, but on examininC it, we found there was actually no openinffl (leel)er than two or three inches. A similar leaend attaches to several spots in China. Nearly opposite on the right bank, is the lonffl villaCe of Joo-ho, named after a river that rises in the vicinity of the Chwan-ho Pass to the south-west, and enters the Han there. We again got a pilot of the place to take us through the Joo-wau-tan a rapid equal to the one near the cityo and also the Loo-tsze-tan, another great rapid, a mile or so lower down. Just below the ville{re of Ta-taou-ho coal was being wrought in the face of the cliff, and a mile or two farther on we passed the Sin-tan, a rapid scarcely inferior to any we had yet encountered. Five or six miles beyond, there were numerous coal-pits on the right hank. Ten miles farther we stopped for the night, against the village of Les-shaTutteen on the left.
A mile or two after leavinC our anchoraCe next mornina, we folmd thenz workina coal in the cliff. About eight miles lower we passed the Lan-ho, a stream which rises at the Hwa-lunC Hill, on the southqastern boundary of the district, and receives two or three small affluents before it disappears in the flan. Somewhat lower the Hean-ho, a river risinC in the south-west of Ping-le district, enters on the right. 'l'he Han retains much the same character, a tortuous channel of six or eight hundred yards wide between hiah hills for about 30 miles farther, when the prospect begins to open out, and a succession of low hills gradually decline to a plain of some tens of miles' extent. The Yue-ho, another considerable stream, which rises from two sources in the north-west of the district of Han-yin, passes the district city, and receiving n number of tributaries, large and small, enters the Han after a south-easterly course of nearly 150 miles. A few miles further east we reached the prefectural city of Hin-gau, the appearance of which does not strike one as first-class. As with many other Chinese cities, the business is mainly confined to a large suburb skirtina the river. A aood deal of silk manufactllre is apparently carried on, and there is a considerable assemblaCe of boats. From that point there is a hiahway by land to Se-aau, the capital of Shen-se. WXVe were detained half a day on account of sonwe illformality on the part of the skipper in arlanCinffl with the customs. Some miles bevond the city we passed the mouth of the Hwang-yang-ho, a river risin from two sollrces on the southeast boundary of the district of Pin-le, which passes the (listrict city on the west, and the prefectural city on the east, in its northward course. The hills on each side resllme their abrupt and lofty character, and the channel becomes more contracted. After passina two notable ra,nids the night closed upon llS and we continued our journey for several miles by moonlinht, anchorin(r for the niU,ht at the village of Leu-ho-I)oo. The Leu-ho, a river rising amonO the VOL. X IV. O llills south of the Tselh-le Pass on the border of Hoo-plh province, after receiving follr tributaries in its northward course, enters the Han on the west of the villaCe. Early on the 25th we reached another rapid, where it was necessary to get a native to guide us throuCh; and, 10 miles from our anchoraae, arrived at the district city of Seun-yang. This is built on the top of a low mound, and ap?ears to be but sparsely inhabited. On the east side of the city is the Seun-ho> which rises on the south-west of thc Tae-ylh Hill, in the north-east of the district of Hoo, and, flowing in a south-easterly direction, receives several affluents before uniting with the Chin-gau River The latter, bringing down the accumulated contents of the various streams in that district, increases very materially the volume of the Seun-ho, which flows into the Han, after a course of 170 miles. The only other affluent of the Han in Shen-se, comparable with this in maanitude, is the Hlh-lung-keana in the prefecture of Han-chung. Twenty miles lower down, the toxTvn of Shuh-ho-kwan on the left, stands on both sides of the Kow-yuen-shwuy, which flows in from the north. q'here is a road from this place direct to Se-vau. Seven miles more brought us to the mouth of the Ta-tsun-ke on the left, a small stream in a rasine, dividina the provinces of Shen-se and Hoo-plh on the north side of the Han. A con-siderabledistance beyond, is the I.an-shwuy-ho on the riaht bank, flowin in from the south-west. A good way further on, the town of Kea-ho-kwan stands on the east side of-the Kea-ho, a river also called the :Kelh shwutT-ho, rising in the north-west of the district of Yuen-se, which receives t^o tributaries, and, after a flow of 80 miles, discharaes on the left bank east of the Kin-lan Hill. On the summit of this hill is a temple of great celebrity, dedicated to Heuen-teen-shana-te. Seven miles beyond, we passed the Plh-ho on the ricJht, a river flowing in from the south-west, also called the Ta-Izih-shwtly-ho. To the east of this stands the district city of Plh-ho, curiously built over the summit of several hills, in a very irregular form. The buildinas inside the wall being few and scattered, a good deal of the ground is cultivated. The principal part of the btlsiness which does not seem great, is coIlducted in a long suburb running parallel with the river. On the east of the city, the Seaou-plh-shlh-shwuy, a small river which rises to the south-west, flows down a rocky ravine, and forms the boundary between Shen-she and Hoo-plh, on the sollth sicle of the Han. The length of the Han, from the source to this point, is about 440 miles. Just beyond this we anchored for the night. At 12 miles on the way next morning we passed the San-chung-ho on the riCht, a river flowina in from the south-east, with a villaae of the same name at the mouth. Some 30 miles eastward is the Hwana-leen-shwuy on the left, which rises from two sources near the northern boundary of the district. lhe streams unite on the south of the city of Yuen-se, from which the river flows south into the Han, makina a course of nearly 60 miles in its fflreatest lenfflth. At no great distance beyond this, the Keuh-yuen-ho, or Keuh-ho, which also rises in the north of the district, not far from the Taou-ho, enters the Han on the left. rThe country bordering on the river now gets more open, the hills much lower and all cultivated, when we reach the mouth of the Tow-ho, a larae river flowing in from the south. The source of tilis is near the point of junction of the three provinces of Tze-chuen, Shen-se, and Hoo-pih. After flowing west for 100 miles, it receives a large affluent from the north-west which passes the district city of Chuh-ke; the united stream, after receivincr another principal tributary from the sollth, passes the district city of Chuh-shan on the east, and flows north into the Han makin in its greate;t lenath a course of nearly 250 miles. The hi]ls, whicL are of sandstone and conalome-rate in nearly horizontal strata, continued to decrease in height till we reached 185 185 the prefectural city of Yuen-yana, where we anchored for the das, aaainst the south-vv-estern suburb. A small stream from the south-west entcrs there on the right. A hill on the rioht bank, directly facing the city, is called the T'een-ma-shan, or " Hill of Pegasus," the tradition concerninC which is, that in ancierlt times, when it split open, the cliff exhibited the three characters _ _ _ t .i : _, l"een-ma-wang, " The King of the Celestial Horse." Ad-joininC this, Oll a smaller hill, is a tall slender patoda without galleries, named the Keth-sing-ta, " Polar-star Padoda." There is a popular tradition concerninffl that alsot that it was built by a former prefect, who suspected the fidelity 07 some of his wives, and that when the structure was raised in view of the official residence, such was the eSect of theft6ng-shwuy or " geomantic " influence, the grievance ceased. It was built in the yeal A.D. 1755. Just facing the pagoda, the Bran-chang-ko, or Sanctum dedicated to Wan-chang, forrns a conspicuous object inside the south-east corner of the city. There is a Kean-se guild in the city, and also a joint guild of the Shan-se and Shen-se traders, called the Shan-shen-meaou. From this point to Hankow, the descent of the river occupied us nine days more, and we arrived in the afternoon of September 4th.
Report on a Journey to the Upper Waters of the Ntger from Sierrcs
Leone. By W. WINWOOD READE, Esq.
(Communicated by the COLONIAL OFF1CE.) " SIR, " Sierra Leone, 21st December, 1869. " Although I have already made a report to your Excellency UpOIl the details and results of my first journey into the interior fronl this Colony, it will be convenient for me to speak of it aaain as briefly as possible, since it is difficult to separate the two journeys. In fact, I consider that from January 20th to November Sth, I have been engaCed in one and the same expedition. The whole of that period of time, with the exception of a fortnight in June, was }assed by me in the intelior. Under the government of Sir Charles Macarthy, Major Laing tlavelled to Falaba, about 200 miles north-east of Sierra Leone. He was not allowed to pass that town, and, after renlainint some time there rettlrned to the Colony. Nothing restllted from that journey, and since then half a century passed, and not a single traveller attempted to open up the country directly interior of this settlement. In my journey to Falaba, commenced in January, 186t3, I took a route diSerent from that of Laina. He went from Mahello, I fl om Polt Loko, and Iny route led me throuah the country of the Limboos, a people much dreaded by Native travellers, and through whom I had great trouble in passiDg. On my alrival at Falaba, I found that I was within three days' jotlrney of the Ni^,er * but the KinC, followina the example of his father, would not permit ' his wvhite man ' to pass. I svas detained at Falaba three months.
" But thotlgh my journey had failed in a geoCraphical sense, I saw that it could be turned to account for the benefit of the Colony. My journey through the Fimmanee country had proved to me that the stipend-system was an admirable instrument for the governing of Africa outside the British jurissliction, and I was convinced that it might be adzantageously extended. Accordingly I broufflht down with me Deputies from the Kings of Falaba and Linlbo. l'he Falaba envoys, delighted with the presents +rhich they received from your Excellency, and even more delighted with the llonours whictl had o 2 the prefectural city of Yuen-yana, where we anchored for the das, aaainst the south-vv-estern suburb. A small stream from the south-west entcrs there on the right. A hill on the rioht bank, directly facing the city, is called the T'een-ma-shan, or " Hill of Pegasus," the tradition concerninC which is, that in ancierlt times, when it split open, the cliff exhibited the three characters _ _ _ t .i : _, l"een-ma-wang, " The King of the Celestial Horse." Ad-joininC this, Oll a smaller hill, is a tall slender patoda without galleries, named the Keth-sing-ta, " Polar-star Padoda." There is a popular tradition concerninffl that alsot that it was built by a former prefect, who suspected the fidelity 07 some of his wives, and that when the structure was raised in view of the official residence, such was the eSect of theft6ng-shwuy or " geomantic " influence, the grievance ceased. It was built in the yeal A.D. 1755. Just facing the pagoda, the Bran-chang-ko, or Sanctum dedicated to Wan-chang, forrns a conspicuous object inside the south-east corner of the city. There is a Kean-se guild in the city, and also a joint guild of the Shan-se and Shen-se traders, called the Shan-shen-meaou. From this point to Hankow, the descent of the river occupied us nine days more, and we arrived in the afternoon of September 4th.
